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Chapter I · IN!'RODUCTION 
I 
lol The objective of these notes 
t • 
All writers of textbooks on synoptic meteorology agree that 
weather map analysis cannot be learned fr� a book o Coupled with 
the further remark that it can only be learned by supervised prac­
tice analysis of hundreds of weather charts., this often comprises 
an author's total pronouncenent on the subjecto Some books do 
contain several paragraphs or even a whole chapter devoted to 
specif.'ic treatment of problems of map analysis9 but for the most 
part, synoptic analysis is considered only as a particular appli­
cation or basic theoretical p�inciples and processes, not as a 
subject 1n itselfo In these notea 9 the mechanism of weather chart 
analysis itself will be taken as a fundamental process., and where 
possible each of the various canponenta of the process will be 
discussed in detail as a separate entity o For the sake of brevity, 
it will be assumed that the student 9 s meteorological background 
approximates the material in such introductory texts as those of 
Petterssen [lo] 9 Taylor [18] IJ or Willett [19] o* 
Basically, map analysis is an integration process ., a string­
ing together or summing up into a coherent whole of hundreds of 
individual decisions ., each of which must be the result of logical 
inference or deduction fro� data presented on the weather charto 
Experie�ce obviously must play a very important role in the devel­
opment of skill and spee·d in carrying out this integrative process o 
Fortunately i weather situations (and consequently analysis situa­
tions) recur with suf'fic:ierit frequency to present recognizable 
patterns for which experienced analysts have found workable solu­
tions0 It is the purpose of these notes to pravide the student 
with as· nm.eh at this 11condensed experiencan as possible., at the 
same time delineating the process by which such experience is ac­
quire�» so tha:t when conf;rbnted by an unfamiliar situation9 he 
w:lll. have somp basis on which to form the necessary judgments andmake the decisions which re�ult in a proper analysiso
la2 The ,objeotiv� ot JDB.p analysis 
Given charts on which are plotted masses of synchronously ob­
served weather data
i 
the problem of the. analyst is a multiple one q
He must 
a) delineate by accepted standard sate of lines and/or symbols
the current state of the atmosphere and how it arrived at
tbat state}
b) decide what particular atmospheric processes are involved in
the production of the various kinds of weather report.eds rep­
resenting the processes where possible by accepted standard
)-dimansi•:J. models; and . · . 
* Numbers in brackets ref'er to the bibliograplzy'11



























































































































































